Pedestrians account for more than half of traffic fatalities and injuries in some countries, and a substantial and increasing share in the United States. This report develops pedestrian crash scenarios to identify the primary modes and circumstances in which pedestrians are killed and injured in traffic crashes to support the development of collision avoidance technologies to reduce pedestrian fatality and injury. Crash scenarios are developed separately for light vehicles (LVs) and trucks, because significant differences in operations and vehicle design result in different scenario distributions. National crash data from the Fatality Analysis Reporting System and the General Estimates System from 2010 through 2012 are used. Scenarios are ranked by frequency (number of involvements) and total societal burden as estimated by comprehensive crash costs.

Priority pedestrian crash scenarios for the development of pedestrian collision avoidance technologies for LVs include non-intersection, vehicle going straight; night time crashes, particularly in dark/lighted conditions; left turns, both in daylight and nighttime; pedestrians crossing in daylight; younger pedestrians darting out in non-intersections; and, pedestrians walking along or in the road at night. For trucks, priority scenarios include non-intersection, vehicle going straight; night time, particularly dark/not lighted conditions; pedestrians walking along or in the road at night; left turns, especially in daylight or dark/lighted conditions; higher-speed roads (45+ mph); older pedestrians at intersections; and, younger pedestrians darting out at non-intersections.
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